Jeff/Lisa

In my conversation this morning with Susie McCann from the City of Woodinville she said to deliver the original and a copy. One copy for the Hearing Examiner and one for the Project File. She told me this is to be delivered to the Development Services Department at the City of Woodville. Said to make sure it is marked "comments regarding Wood Trails and Montevallo rezone".

Susie said to mark it Attn: Sandy Guinn - So you might want to check to see if it should be Sandy or Cindy for sure - or if it makes a difference.

Also I am attaching just the cover sheet of our paperwork. Can you please get this stamped with their receive stamp and return it with the delivery sheet that Pat has sent along with these and return in the envelope we are attaching.

This is to be delivered by 5:00 p.m.

Thanks
Kathy McLemore
206-625-9515
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Greg Smith  
CITY OF WOODINVILLE HEARING EXAMINER  
17301 - 133rd Avenue NE  
Woodinville

Cindy Baker  
Interim Director, Developmental Services  
City of Woodinville  
17301 - 133rd Avenue NE

THIS FORM NOT FOR PROCESS

ABC Legal Services, Inc. (ABC) assumes no liability for errors caused in whole or in part by the improper filling out of this messenger service request form, including but not limited to, omission of a last day dateline, filings not marked in the proper and designated filing boxes, illegible print or script, etc. All messenger requests are double-checked for accuracy and completion prior to returning to the requestor; however, it is the responsibility of the requestor to also check the completed request form for accuracy and to notify us immediately if there are any questions or discrepancies. Usage of this form constitutes a contract between the requestor and ABC and acknowledgment and acceptance by the requestor of the terms set forth above.